12 MOSQUITO ExNoRa

MUSTQUITO

CARTOON BOON
Make a statue for mosquito with this inscription

“The only thing that I can do against mosquito, make a statue for it”
Teacher asked the students “Are YOU afraid of a LION or a MOSQUITO?”

Pat came the reply from a student

“It is certainly Mosquito. Because we cage a lion. In case of mosquitoes, we cage ourselves inside a MOSQUITO NET”
If MOSQUITOS BREED, you will BLEED.
I wish I lived in a world where mosquitoes would suck FAT instead of blood.
Hundreds world over die everyday because of mosquitoes & men born with flush & blood become skulls.

He, as Skull, smiles:

“I discovered so many things, but not one to protect myself from mosquitoes”
CARTOON

Communication-BOON & SOON

For MORE see presentation under the same topic

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
"Oh, stop complaining! If it wasn't for mosquitoes, you wouldn't get any exercise at all!"
I wish I lived in a world where mosquitoes would suck FAT instead of blood.
YUMMY YUMMY YUMMY
I'VE GOT BLOOD IN MY TUMMY
"Oh, stop complaining! If it wasn't for mosquitoes, you wouldn't get any exercise at all!!"
Wonder if the mild winter will have much of an effect on mosquitoes this year?
I'm going to recommend you start biting only vegetarians.
How's your first flight son?

Feels great, Dad! Everyone was clapping for me!
Worship
Relationship
CARTOON BOON

PART OF
JEEVANA SHAASTRA LIFE SCIENCE for
LIVING as HUMAN BEING
MANUSHYA SHAASTRA, HUMAN SCIENCE for
BEING HUMAN BEING
CARTOON MEANING: a simple drawing showing the features of its subjects in a humorously exaggerated way, especially a satirical one in a newspaper or magazine.

BOON: a thing that is helpful or beneficial.
One Picture is worth a thousand words. A cartoon is worth ten thousand words. Added advantage of a cartoon is it communicates humorously. You can use cartoon to communicate your messages.
Your cartoons on public issues can be displayed in the following places:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREET CORNERS</th>
<th>MARKET AREA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLAT NOTICE BOARDS</td>
<td>Social Media including Facebook &amp; WhatsApp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here you see cartoon demonstration.

THANKS

Times of India
MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD

Woolworth Department Store

PEPSI

Gucci Shoes

Arrow Shirts

Sony

Eat at McDonald's

Kellogg's Corn Flakes

Enjoy Coca-Cola
...AND THIS, SIR, IS A WORKING MODEL!
Strict security code prohibits 30 items...Scissors included!

...Rainwater harvesting...
I wonder how in a country like ours, the groundwater level is so low!

Due to space constraints, we trained him to wag his tail vertically!
I would prefer to dress up after security check...

That’s why it’s called Head Office – they’re sacked CEOs of the group ever since the slump hit us.
Are you so crazy for tribal votes that you join a fire dance without shoes!

Parliament badly needs such doors to keep its members in...
I said it's the postman, and not a policeman, sir

Each time there's a petrol price hike, I remove one body part... It reduces my burden!
It’s my dwelling. He’s my paying guest.
MAN ON THE MOON PROJECT

THIS IS OUR MAN! HE CAN SURVIVE WITHOUT WATER, FOOD, LIGHT, AIR, SHELTER...
BJP

Democratic, Secular, Liberal, Communal Friendly Republic of India

Alliance
Cartoons Other Publications
“It’s OK to take your work home with you. It’s not OK to bring your home to work with you.”
What's important is that it has made the poor chap so happy!
Oh my! We have to shoot the entire epic all over again! We forgot to ask him to remove his glasses!
HOW THE INTERNET CHANGED MY LIFE
The 1950s

BE SURE TO FINISH YOUR DINNER. THERE ARE CHILDREN STARVING IN CHINA AND INDIA!

Today

BE SURE TO FINISH YOUR HOMEWORK. THERE ARE CHILDREN STUDYING IN CHINA AND INDIA!!